O n t h e O c c a s i o n o f 3 2 nd
BRIT DAY
Message From
Chief Executive, BRIT

At the outset I would like to congratulate you all on the occasion of 32nd BRIT day. Over the last 3
decades BRIT has blossomed from a tiny bud in the field of Radiation Technology to emerge as the
market leader in many frontline areas of Radio Isotope technology and continues its endeavour
towards providing its best services to mankind.
Last one year it has been an extremely challenging time for all of us. Not only, we all are dealing
with significant global challenges, but we are seeing a much wider impact on all of our lives as
well.
However, I feel proud that even during these difficult times arising out of Covid-19, BRIT as a
team has continued to remain committed. BRIT continued its operations as a part of special
responsibility that a organization like ours has at this time. In moments like these our purpose
and values matter a lot to the people and communities we serve.
We have also achieved milestones like production and supply of pharmaceutical NaF from
RC,Kolkata , trial production of Ga-68 & Tl-201 from MCF,Kolkata, introducing New product like
Cobalt camera COCAM-120 and updated website of BRIT and a customer facing application “BRIT
Bandhu” to provide up-to-date information and equip customer with more user friendly tool
during this time.
We take pride in this journey of 32 significant years establishing BRIT as one of the most
preferred organization in the field of providing products and services related to radiation and
radioisotopes in India/abroad. This incredible journey of BRIT is a testimony of the vision and
commitment of our Founders and Leaders.
On this special day we must take pledge to remain committed and focussed towards our goal as
success do not come from the comfort zone.
Once again, I would like to thank you all. I am confident that driven by our sense of
responsibility, discipline and dedication we will able to provide best service for our patrons.
Please, do look after yourselves and your families.
Stay safe. Thank you.
Pradip Mukherjee
Chief Executive, BRIT

